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Comments: Use the space provided in the text area below for your comments.
Great Teacher
Amazing teacher! My favorite class!
He does a very good job of allowing us to give our ideas in ways to make the course better, which as a student, I
really appreciate.
Dr. Sun is overall a wonderful professor who really tried to make the students understand the material. He wanted
us to succeed in a number of ways, shapes and forms.
Overall I think Professor Sun us a great professor he has a lot of intelligence and is always available to help outside
of the class.
I really enjoyed Professor Sun, I would recommend his class to any student. He put forth a lot of effort and a
different perspective I found very valuable and respectable.
I really Liked my professors attitude toward the subject and material he was always enthusiastic and excited to
teach everyday which made the class interesting and fun.
Dr. Sun is an amazing professor who taught the information in a interesting way. He?s one of the best professors at
CNU, and I would take another class with him in the future.
The course was presented exceptionally well but my only delta would wishing for more opportunities to prove I know
course work due to limited amount of assessments.
This professor clears explains the information and encourages discussion to allow for opposing viewpoints to be
heard. Which challenges you to exking.
I enjoyed the theories of politics, but thought food section was less interesting. The first half of the semester
material was more interesting and challenging than the second half of the semester material. I would have rather
the first topics on theories and international relations be expanded on. Dr Sun is interesting and engaging professor,
I would love to take another course with him.
Dr. Sun is a wonderful lecturer and his presentations are always very engaging. M one request would be that he
slows his pace while lecturing because sometimes he can become quite energetic and flip through the slides too
fast. The days where we break up into groups for simulations or for debates are always very interesting and creates
a different method to learn the subject matter and challenge your own views.
I really appreciate the discussion−oriented nature of this class. It has been helpful when thinking through issues, and
trying to figure out my opinions regarding political divides. I have enjoyed this class a lot, and would definitely
recommend it to others!

